Guidance from TRANSCOM related to MILAIR flights
As of 1 June 2020

There is a charge associated with military air (MILAIR) flights. However, the charge for the flight is billed to the Service/Defense Agency and it is not covered by the deployed location of the DoD Expeditionary Civilian.

The DoD-E Program Office developed the following guidance based on advisory received from an USTRANSCOM representative.

Below are the links to:

- DCBS Application: https://dcbs.transport.mil/
- DCBS Helpdesk: DCBS.Helpdesk@us.af.mil

**Background:** Force Providers interested in actively managing their transportation charges a TRANSCOM representative proposes the use of Defense Enterprise Accounting and Management System (DEAMS) Component Billing System (DCBS) application.

- It provides users access to the billings and the supporting information related to charges.
- User can request "pre-validation" access which will allow him/her a window each month to view transactions that are scheduled to be on the next billing, and dispute charges before they are billed, if user believes they are erroneous or inaccurate.
- The system also gives transactional data (costs, etc.) earlier in the process to actively manage obligations, if that is not 100% under control already.

**How to access DCBS application:**

- Submit a DD Form 2875, Systems Authorization Access Request, to the DCBS helpdesk at DCBS.Helpdesk@us.af.mil
- Need to provide the DCBS customer number you need access.
  - For example, if the user has different LOAs that are billed to different DFAS stations you will need access to other customers as well.
- The DCBS helpdesk should be able to guide the requestor through the process to ensure he/she has the proper access required.
**USTRANSCOM Military Air Flight Rates:**

Below is the link to the USTRANSCOM rates page.

[https://www.ustranscom.mil/dbw/rates.cfm](https://www.ustranscom.mil/dbw/rates.cfm)

You can locate to document using the following steps:
1) Go to Air Mobility Command Section
2) Go under sub header Channel Cargo/Passenger
3) Click on the DoD hyperlink

*Note:* Page eight (8) shows rates by location. For example: Baltimore to Kuwait = $950. These rates are one-way.